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Tasks for this week:

Begin your design sketches by hacking the schematics on the class webpage, 
but remember to try some sketches of interesting and unusual approaches.  The 
amplifier you build needs to work, but your sketches may include ideas that turn 
out to be impractical.  Often the most important learning comes from discovering 
why things don’t work.  Get in the habit of making those discoveries from studying 
sketches and discussing them with friends, rather than after the prototype is built.

Midterm exam date:

Concept sketches and back-of-envelope calculations for an audio output
amplifier design.  You may choose to drive a 4 or 8 ohm speaker or 32 ohm head-
phones.  1 mW is moderately loud in a quiet room with headphones.  1000 W is 
needed to drive speakers in concert venues.  This is a first design sketch, and you 
don’t need to build it.  A reasonable goal is 10 sketches for every design, and 10 
designs for every one you build.  Since you will build an amplifier this quarter, you 
should complete about 100 sketches.  Do them quickly.

In Class November 2.  Closed book, no notes, no calculators.

Topic: Introduction to design.  Concept, schematic sketch, back-of-envelope 
calculations, discussion with friends, simulations, discussion with colleagues.

Final exam content:

Standard Analog IC Design Interview Questions based on your contributions to 
class projects.

A successful design uses available skills, tools, and materials.  A master designer 
will produce elegant things that work from what appears to the lay person to be 
a pile of useless junk.  Begin your design with schematics on the web page, but 
spend a little time this week in the LID, observing the available materials, and in 
the Capstone lab, where most of you will actually build and measure your
prototype designs.

Make an inventory of your own skills, and spend some time discussing projects 
with other class members to find out if complementary skill sets are available.  

Begin to form a design/prototyping team of people you can work with.  The team 
may be large or small, depending on the needs of the project.


